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To This Series...

This series was written to introduceitribes and tribal

i
Evaluating

investing and money management
The Inveshnent Industry

members to the world of institutional
It includes three short books: Investment Principles,

and Monitoring Inveshnent Advisers.I and

~
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This book describes the investmentjindustry - the players, the fees, and how it all works

together. It is a huge industry, with !more than $4 trillion in pension fund assets alone.
There is even more under management in the mutual fund industry, and endowments
(foundations, universities, museum$, etc.) are also sizable. Yet in its current form, it is arelatively new industry. .

i
The institutional investing industry 4ame into existence because huge amounts of financial
assets have accumulated in this co~ntry. Total pension fund assets have grown from $444
billion in 1975 to $3.6 trillion in 1 ~91 . Stock and bond mutual funds have ballooned
from $46 billion to $807 billion in iassets from 1976 to 1 991 . [Ellis, p. ix] There are also
large financial assets in foundation! endowments, family trusts, portfolios of individuals,
insurance companies and elsewhere. A growing number of Indian Tribes are joining
these ranks.

~

These institutional investors have cdme to rely on professional money managers because

of th~ l~gClI requirements of fiduciary responsibility, and the corollary need to proted
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The investment management indus~ry incorporates the entire securities industry, and

~

includes these parts:

.

.

.

This booklet will explain and discu~s each of these

plus most of the parts of the securities industry.

components of the investment industry,



10 The Investment Industry

2 Regulation

Most of the laws governing th~ seciurities and investment industries in the U.S. were
passed in the decade following th~ onset of the Great Depression, which was widely-
but some say unfairly - blamed oin fraudulent investment activities. There are seven

important federal securities Acts. Ir;\ addition, states have the right to regulate securities
transactions, and some exercise thrt right with great vigor.

Federal Laws

The Securities Act of 1933 seeks tQ ensure that companies selling stock to the public
reveal complete and accurate fina~cial information. Specifically, the law requires that
companies selling stock to the public must file a comprehensive registration statement andI . . . . . .

prospectus with the Securities and ~xchange Commission, the federal agency responsible
for enforcing securities laws. The p~rpose is to ensure the "fair and full disclosure" of
financial and other information ab9ut the security and the company, so that potential
investors can make an informed d~cision tlbout whether to purchase the security or not.
This information is not meant to say whether or not the security is a good investment or
not, but only to guarantee that the Information is accurate and that all potential investors
have equal. access to it. In addition~ there are restrictions against people trading on the
basis of "insider information/' whiqh is information that is not available to the public at
the same time. .

,
,

A lot of securities and issuers are e~empt from the Securities Act of 1933, These "ex-
empt" securities and organizations iinclude those that tire regulated by other government
agencies or not regulated at all. Ex~mpted securities include: federal government securi-
ties, municipal securities, commercibl paper, and bankers acceptances. Exempted organi-
zations include domestic banks, Srr'jall Busin~ss Investment Companies, and religious,
educational and charitable institutid>ns (which often issue bonds).!

~
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compqnies that have. the legal aut~ority to transact business on behalf of another person.)
This "legal list" of securities is usua,lIy comprised of high quality, or "investment grade"
bonds and equities. (Investment gr~de securities refers to securities that are rated in the
top four rating categories by Moo~y'sor Standard & Poors, two well known securities
information and evaluation comparies that are discussed in the Principles book.)

~

I

Self-Regulatory Organi%ati~ns

Instead of regulating theentire inverstment industry directly, the SEC, under authority of
the 1934 Act, allows large parts o~ the industry to regulate itself. The New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) and the Nationa' Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) are both
Self-Regulatory Organizations (SR~s). Each regulates its own members. The NYSE
regulates all broker-dealers that ar~ members of the New York Stock Exchange (common-
ly referred to as the "Big Board," after the board that shows the prices of the most recent
stock trades.). All broker-dealers de members of the NASD, which runs the Over-The-
Counter (OTC) market, which is th~ stock market for smaller companies or large compa-
nies that prefer not to be listed on tbe American or New York Stock Exchanges. The
NASD also oversees the examinati4>ns that have to be taken and passed to become
certified to do certain kinds of securities work. Examinations are required to be a stock
broker, a supervisor or principal inla broker-dealer, an options trader, and several
others. .

~
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Custodians are, as the name implies, the organizations that have custody of the stocks
and bonds that investors own. It wquld be out of the question for any institutional investor
to hold the actual paper securities that they own. It would be complex and cumbersome,
and slow the trading processing.EYery institutional investor keeps its securities with one
or more custodians. If the investor ryas several. investment advisers, it probably keeps all
its securities with one custodian, called a Master Custodian. It may seem unusual that the
securities do not haveto be kept b)f the investment adviser that is actually deciding the
trades, but in the securities industr~~ the trades are agreed to in one place (the marketsL
and the transfer of the securities from the previous owner to the current owner is accom-plished separately. .

Custodians can be national banks, !trust companies, brokerage firms, or other qualified
institutions. Some investors prefer b;anks to brokerage firms, because banks are better set
up for reporting and other aspects ~f the job, especially when the portfolios are large.
Custodians provide a variety of serVices. In addition to safekeeping, custodians may offer
a variety of clerical functions including acting as transfer agent, registrar, or dividend
disbursing agent. They often gener?te a variety of reports for investors.

Types of Reports Generated by Custodians

. monthly transactions

. asset and liability

. performance measurement

. daily cash and settlement transactions

. broker commissions

. pending trades

. fail reports

. securities lending

.
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Increasingly, paper certificates - stpck certificates or bonds - are being replaced by

"book entry" systems, that are elect~onic records of ownership. Many Treasury Bills,
Notes and Bonds are bought and sqld as book entries. Custodians keep track of securi-
ties you own whether they are in pdper or book entry form.

Are assets maintained separat~ from the bank? If not there is a concern that they
might be at risk if the bank rurls into financial difficully.
Is all money in your account that is not invested in securities automatically swept into
a money market account? No ,money should ever be left idl~. It should be earning
interest for you. Even if you're. ,.:going to invest it the very next day, you should earn
interest on it overnight. That is iexactly what "sweep accounts" do - they sweep all

idle money into a money mar4et account that pays interest.
What reports can the custodian prepare?- i

When shopping for custodians, as in shopping for all parts of your investment operation,
be sure to ask lots of questions. Be ~keptical. Are they trying to hide something? You can't
be too cautious when hiring a custddian. And remember those old adages: If it looks too
good to be true, it probably is. And!: You get what you pay for.

Usually, you will want a Master Cus!todian, that will keep the securities for all your
accounts and all your investment aqvisers. Also, having one custodian instead of several
can save you money on the fees, w~ich often decline for larger accounts. Be sure to get
one that can take care of all your needs, including performance measures and periodic

reports.

3 From material prepared by Raeann Skenandore for the Oneida Tribe of Indian$ of Wi$con$in, 1993.
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Broker-dealers are the companies that are licensed to sell securities to the public. Brokers
are the salespeople who work for tbe broker-dealers. A broker can not work indepen-
dently of a broker-dealer, but mustjbe licensed with one. Broker-dealers are regulated by
the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) and by the Securities and Ex-
change Commission (SEC). They a~e also responsible for regulating the activities of the
broker$ that are licensed with them,l So the regulators regulate the broker-dealers, and
the broker-dealers regulate the brofers.

i

There are thousands of broker-dea!ers, and a huge variety of sizes, styles and bu.siness
niches. They range in size from on~ employee to thousands of employees. Some operate
merely as adjuncts to other lines ofibusiness, such as financial planners, while others
have offices around the globe, with modern and sophisticated communications systems,
able to invest and sell securities in ciJny major country in the world. There are also many
regional brokerages, with offices i~ various cities within their region.

I

Broker-dealers also vary in the serviices they provide. Some offer only retail brokerage
services, while others offer a wide ~ange of products and services. Some discount broker-
ages trade securities at very low prices, and offer practically no other services. Others
charge higher commissions on trad~, and also provide research on investments, insur-
ance, and other products. Many brpker-dealers exist in combination with other invest-
ment companies. For example, the largest also do investment banking, provide custodian
services, checking accounts, and cr~dit cards.

,

Brokers, too, are highly varied in their work, their abilities and, sad to say, even their
ethics. Some only sit and make "colid calls" to sell stock to prospective clients. Others sell
a wide range or products, includin~ life insurance, annuities, mutual funds, options,
limited partnerships, and other inv~stment products. Still other brokers provide a wide
range of financial services, including financial planning, developing investment policy for
individuals or institutions, estate pldnning, small business finance, investment adviser
searches, and por~oIio evaluations.

Broker-Dealers

~

Brokers



The Investment Industry

9 Fees: How Companies & Professionals Are
Compensated

For some companies and professiqnals, the method of compensation is straightforward.
Manybrokers, for example, are pqid commissions, and that's it. Some consultants are
paid consulting fees, and nothing else. However, in many cases, it's hot so simple. Some
companies get paid in multiple ways - trading commissions, annual fees, and special

fees. Sometimes, this can lead to c0nfusion, and sometimes to conflicts of interest, which
we discuss in the next section. This iwide variation definitely means that shopping around,
knowing what you are buying, anq knowing b9W much you should pay are all critically

important.

prices in the i!J\{~shllent world is not easy. There is no publicly available,
comprehensive data comparing prIces from different firms. There is no Consumer Reports
magazine of investment services. Tre only comparative data that might be available
comes from consultants who have $athered it themselves, and it is not free.

Adding to the difficulty of comparison shopping is the fact of having to do business with
several different kinds of companids - investment advisers, custodians, brokers and

consultants (unless you have a wrap fee arrangement, discussed below, which has its
own problems). With all these diffi~ulties in mind, this section discusses methods of
payment, and prices when available, for the institutions that constitute the investment

industry.

Comparing

Custodian Fees

23
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24 The Investment Industry

as part of the services they provide if you have your accounts with them and run your
trades through them. This is a cost ,that they absorb to get your other business. Other
finns, however, may not charge di~ectly for custodial services, but may charge higherfees for other services. i

I

There are a lot of hidden .fees in th~ custodian relationship, like for special reports and
certain securities transfers. Indeed,ithe majority of master custodians' profits are made
from the ancillary services they pr9vide, outside of plain vanilla custody.

I

In general, you want to avoid all-i~clusive fees and pay separately for each service, or
each transaction. All-inclusive fees lean hide a lot. For example, you are unable to see
how much a particular service cost$ you. Also, if your fees are based on transactions and
not assets, then they will not increa$e when your assets increase. But the advice to pay

I
separately for each service is only ~ general rule. In this era of price competition, some
all-inclusive fees might be so low t~at they do provide the best deal.

It could be that a mix of fees is whqt you will end up with: some asset based fees, some
fees based on the number of invest~ent advisers you have, a fee for different accounting
requirements for different plans (e.g. your pension plan may be accounted for differently
than your scholarship fund), fees b~sed on the number and types of transactions that
occur with your portfolios, the number of different countries represented in your portfoli-
os, and other fees based on uniqu~ or unusual services.

To give an idea of how fees are stated, and the variety of ways in which fees are charged
by custodians, here are six price gyotes researched by one tribe in a recent search for a
new custodian. They asked for one !guote for assets of $2.5 million, and another quote
for assets above that amount. Noteithat some of the price quotes are based mostly on
assets, while others are based partly on assets and partly on services.

Consultant Fees

Consultants may charge an annual iretainer, on a project basis, and on an hourly or daily
basis. The retainer, similar to how lawyers charge, is a flat annual fee. Normally, the

1



The Investment Industry 25

consultants charge against the retainer, meaning that they keep track of their actual time
spent on a job. No additional paytinent is made if those hourly bills are less than the
retainer. However, if those bills exceed the amount of the retainer, then the client must pay
the additional amount. The hourly tates charged by some consultants can be high. Some
lead or principal consultants in a consulting firm may charge an hourly rate of up to
$300, while other employees may be billed for at $1 aD/hour.

A retainer without the possibility of additional charges for additional hours can run
$30,000 to $40,000 per year. .

Some investors hire consultants forla flat fee just to perform one project. For example, an
asset allocation study might cost $1 0,000. Similarly, a search for an investment adviser

might run anywhere from $5,000 to $10,000 to $15,000.

,( From material prepared by Raeann Skenandore for the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsinf 1993.
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One endowment fund with about $1 billion spends approximately $100,000 to
$120,000 per year on consultants, including their travel, lodging and other expenses.
That is about one one-hundredth oif one percent. It would not be unusual for smaller funds
to spend on consultants from $10,000 to $20,000 to even $30,000 in a busy year.

A growing number of institutional investors employ more than one consultant. For exam-
ple, they may have their lead cons~ltant on retainer and then hire another consultant for
a particular project, such as managing a search for a new investment adviser, or doing
an asset allocation study. The multiple-consultant strategy provides some checks and
balances. It keeps consultants on tHeir toes if they know that the client knows and l!ses
other consultants.

Even though consultants are not regulated, many become Registered Investment Advisers
or even broker-dealers. For the cli~nt, that means that ADVs (Advisor's disclosure forms)
are available for those consultants registered as Registered Investment Advisers, and
ADVs contain a great deal of inforlnation about the firms, including resumes of the
principals in the firm and business !arrangements with other companies.

You might want to ask your consultbnt if he or she is a Registered Investment Adviser,
and, if so, ask for and read a copy of the ADV

Expenses incurred by the consultarlt in the line of work are generally paid separately.
Normal expenses may include travbl to meetings, lodging and meals.

Some consultants are paid indirectly, through commissions. These are called "soft dollar"
arrangements, and mean that trad~s are done by particular brokerage firms, either a
broker that the consultant owns or ~ne that the consultant has a special arrangement
with. If a consultant is being paid, for example, $25,000, then commissions totaling
more than that must be run througM the broker-dealer that pays the soft dollars to the
consultant. .

How much more in commissions them the total due must be paid? Often, the amount of
commissions paid in order to pay a bill can be as much as double the dollar size of the
bill. So $2 in commissions must be ipaid to satisfy every $1 of a bill. But some soft dollar

arrangements use lower ratios. Thdre is one company that is paid for data processing

The InvestmentIndustry
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services in soft dollars at a rate of 1.2. That means that trades generating total commis- .
sions valued at 1 .2 times the amoulntdue must be run through that firm's broker-dealer,
or through the broker-dealer it has; an arrangement with. In this case, if the amount due
is $25,000, then $30,000 in comrpissions must be paid (1.2 X $25,000 = $30,000).

~
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Equity managers charge more than fixed-income managers. It costs less to manage
larger amounts of fixed-income sedurities, because less research is traditionally required,
and the sizes of trades and positio~s tend to be larger. For example, one tribe pays its
equity managers 1 % each, and its fixed-income managers 0.5% and 0.45%.

Also, passive investment strategies cost much less than active managers. Index funds, for
example, which are mutual funds t~at track certain financial indexes, such as the S&P
500, may charge as little as 40 ba~is points (0.4%) for all services - management,
commissions and custodian service~ - compared to wrap fees of around 200 basis

points (or 2%).

Some investment advisers charge f~e$ based on their performance - the better they do

for you, the more you pay them. Fdr example, a performance based fee might be 20% of
the gain, but zero if there is a loss. lOr it could be 25% of the gain in excess of some
benchmark, such as the S&P 500. .

Brokers

Does anyone need a broker, once relationships are established with Registered Invest-
ment Advisers, custodians and con~ultants?

Brokers are salespeople. They may make the initial contact with the Institutional Investors,
and even close the deal. But after that, they are not needed. Just think about what brokers
do: they sell, and usuDlly to individliJals. But institutional investors have specialized
organizations working for them that do everything that brokers do for individuals:
manage money, consult on asset alliocation, execute trades, and safeguard the securities,

There is a great deal of competition for the business of trading securities, and that com-

petition has pushed prices way down. But it has also created wide variations in commis-

Commissions on Securities Trading

~
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sions charged by different firms. It \s important to seek out the best commissions on your.
trades, bvt it is also important to g~t the best execution, as discussed in the next section.
Remember, too, that if you have mdney managers, they are directing your trades to some
broker-dealer. They should be trying to get the best deal for you, including low commis-
sions cmd good prices, because it till all show up in their performance numbers. In other
words, if your money managers faH to get good deals for you, their performance might
suffer and they might lose your acqount. However, they. may have obligations to other
parties that require them to execute their trades through certain traders, even though the
commissions might be higher there.

Commissions on corporate bonds are invisible, because they are imbedded in the bid
and asked price. A bond may have a bid price of 102 1/2 and an offering price of 103.
If someone sells the bond at 102 1:/2 to a brokerwho then offers and sells it at 103, thenthat half a point difference is like ~ commission. .

I

When you buy or sell a bond, the broker-dealer calls around to several bond houses to
get the best price. In other words, they shop it around. As you can imagine, this is a very
hazy area. The lack of posted, public prices is in stark contrast to equities markets, where
bid and asked prices are readily available. If you are doing your own trading, you have
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to be $ure that brokerage hou$e$ q1re getting you the be$t deal. If your money manager$
are handlin~ your portfolio, and t~erefore your trade$, they $hould be doing their trade$
through broker-dealer$ that will $hOp around for the be$t price.

Wrap Fees

Wrap fees accounts charge one f~e for all the services associated with an investment
acceunt. Fer a fee that nermally ranges frem 2% te 3% .of assets, a breker-dealer will

previde censulting services, help s~lect an investment adviser, pay all trading cemmis-
siens and ether transactien cests, <Fever all administrative fees, and previde custedian
and all ether services needed. Thewrap fee usually includes the investment advisery fee,oswell. .

Wrap fees have beceme pepular during the past several years because large breker-
dealers like Merrill Lynch and Shearsen Lehman Brethers (new Smith Barney Shearsen)
began pursuing business strategies .of accumulating as many assets as pessible under
management. Many ether breker-~ealers have fellewed a similar strategy. Once they
have the assets in heuse, they cha~ge fees based en the ameunt .of assets under manage-
ment and alse .offer a wide range .of financial services - brekerage services, retirement

planning, life insurance, mertgages, heme equity leans, and savings acceunts.

I

The other trend encouroging wrap : fees is the desire of stock brokers to stop giving advise
on individual stocks, preferring instead to sell financial products. They can make plenty of
money as salespeople, ond they cqn ovoid low suits by ongry investors who moy hove
suffered losses on stocks their brokE;!rs recommended.

With wrap accounts, brokers work!with a group of investment advisers with whom their
broker-dealer has contractual relat,onships. They help their clients decide what kind of
investment they want to make, e.g.! bonds, large-capitalization stocks, growth stocks,
value stocks, real estate, or venture capital. Then the broker helps pick from among the
investment advisers in their fold thqt do that kind of investing. For the purposes of these
wrap accounts, the investment advi?ers will accept smaller investments than theyother-
wise would. For example, they will 1accept a minimum of $100,000, when their normal
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minimum might be $1 million. But the investment advisers do not have to service the
account; that often time-consuming job is left to the stock broker.

Wrap fee accounts have opened some of the best investment advisers in the country to
smaller retail clients. Sometimes, they have achieved excellent returns in this way. Still,
there are several problems with wrap fee accounts. They are expensive, allow for the
possibility of conflicts of interest, encourage investment advisers to trade less than they
might otherwise, and provide accebs to only a limited selection of investment advisers.

,

. Expensive. Fees depend on thie size of the account, the type of securities under
management (e.g. debt or eq~ities), and the investment advisers. (See the Table
below for several examples of fees.) Two parts of the fee that can be excessive are
the broker's cut and commissipns. The broker is paid indefinitely, even though his or
her services might only be wh,at an investment adviser would normally do. While,
the wrap fee may save money if many trades are made, it is more likely to lead to
limited numbers of trades and overpayment of commissions.

. limited selection of investment advisers. With a wrap fee arrtmgement, you will only
have access to those..investmeht advisers that have an arrangement with your
broker-dealer. If an investmenit manager has not signed agreement with your
broker, that investment manager will not be in the group your broker wants you to
choose from. i

. Encourage less trading. Sinceithe total amounfof fee and therefore trading
commissions to be paid is fix~..d, some investment advisers may trade in your
portfolio less than they would ynder normal arrangements. In other wordS, in
volatile securities markets, a fairly large amount of trading may be called for to .

maximize the value of your investments. But with total commissions fixed, investment
advisers will be likely to limit the amount of trading they do. Some very large
investment advisers refuse to accept accounts that limit the amount of trading they
~. .

. Potential for conflict of interest. With wrap fees, there is a danger that brokers will
guide investors toward investment advisers with whom they have the most lucrative
deal, and these may not be th~ ones that are best suited to the investor's needs.
Another potential conflict of ihterest lies in brokers guiding investors toward those
investment advisers, custodians and others who will run trades through the brokers
or do other things that might benefit the brokers at the expense of the investors.

The advantages are that wrap fees !are set in advance, so no matter how may trades are
transacted in an account, the cost to the client can not rise. Thus the portfolio manager

"
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has no incentive to "churn" the aq:ount (i.e. trade excessively in order to earn more
commissions). On the other hand, there may be an incentive to trade less than called for,
since at some point the commissioflS would have to come out of the securities firms' own

pocket. Other disadvantages of wrap fee arrangements to the client are that they are
often expensive and can encourage conflicts of interest, which are discussed below.

At one large firm that uses wrap f~es a great deal, they start as high as 3% of the amount
of the portfolio, for small portfoliosj from $100,000 to $500,000. For the next $500,000,
the fee is 2.20%. The fee is 1.90% for the next $1 million, and falls to 1.70% for the
balance over $2 million. Rememb~r that these are marginal fees. So for example, the fee
for a $300,000 account would be :$9,000. For an $800,000 account, the fee would be
3% of $500,000 plus 2.20% of th~ next $300,000, or $15,000 + $6,600 = $21,600.
As the following table shows, an $8 million account would cost $15,000 for the first
$500,000 (500,000 X .03) plus $11,000 for the next $500,000 (500,000 X .022) plus
$19,000 for the next $1 million (l,POO,OOO X .019) plus $102,000 for the last
$8,000,000 (.017 X 6,000,000). the total fee would be $147,000.

Calculation of a Wrap Fee for an Account of $8 million

Account Fair Market Value Annual iFee Rate Annual fee

Up to $500,000 3.0% $15,000

Next $500,000 2.2% $11,000

Next $1,000,000 1.9% $19,000

Balance Over $2,000,000 1.7% $102,000 (.017 x 6,000,000)

TOTAL $147,000

Everything is Negotiable

Always remember two things about prices in the investment industry:

. you can often find better price? by shopping around; and

. many prices are negotiable.



of course price is not a/ways the most important variable, because the services included
in the deal and the quality of those services can vary greatly. Better service is often worth
a higher price. We discuss that issue in the next section.

Remember, too, that negotiating should not be seen as a fight to see who ends up as King
of the Mountain. Negotiating should be an exploratory process where both parties
articulate their needs and resourc~s and try to find a way to work together where both
gain; where both win.

Fees Aren't Everything - Performance Can Be More Important

When buying or selling securities, the execution of those trades is very important. Some
traders can sometimes get you higher prices when you sell a security and lower prices
when you buy. There are several v-.{ays they might do this. For large trades, the trader
might want to sell the block over a ,span of several days, to prevent the sudden sale of the
large block from pushing down the price of the stock. Another technique is to check
prices in several markets - New '(ork Stock Exchange alJd regional exchanges like the

Boston, Philadelphia, Midwest and Pacific Stock Exchanges. Prices might be slightly
higher or lower in other markets. A third way sometimes used in large firms is to "cross"
big blocks of stock with another client of the same firm that is selling what you're buyingor buying what you're selling. .

In those ways, traders can often save their client one eighth or one sixteenth or one thirty-
second of a point. That may not s00nd like much, but it can add up to big bucks on big
trades. Also, that one eighth to onei thirty-second of a dollar per share can be more than
the commission you are paying. One eighth is 12.5 cents, one sixteenth is 6.25 cents,
and one thirty-second is 3.125 cen'ts per share. You should be paying about three cents
per share on your big trades, and no more than six cents on even your small trades.

Don't be overly concerned with fee$! Fees are important, but so is performance. In fact,
performance can be much more important than fees. Investment management, securities
trading, custodian services and consulting services - all of these are areas where quality
is extremely important. Often, the way a trade is "executed," or carried out, can gain

,..
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you or cost you more than the cof1llmission costs. And a good investment manager is
worth way more than the fee you pay. Ditto for a consultant.

So when thinking about fees, remember to always keep your eye on the ball. Fees are
but one part of what is most important to you: the net return on your investments.
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1 0 Conflicts of Interest

Conflicts of interest are rife in the world of finance, and must constantly be watched for.
For example, consider a consultant that owns its own broker-dealer, and does all the
trades through its own broker-dealer. It seems simple enough: the institutional investor
pays for the consulting with the commission income generated when trades are made.
Then you don't have to pay a separate consulting fee.

But a deeper look reveals potential problems.

1 The consultant makes more mpney when 'money managers do more trades.
Therefore, the consultant might guide an investor to managers that turn their
portfolios over more often than to those that trade less often.

2 The consultant may IJot,consider or recommend money managers who refuse to
execute their trades through the consultant's broker-dealer;

3 When a '"!l~~e~ manager is dismissed by an investor, ofte~ with th~ ~greement and
even the Initiation of the consultant that money managers portfolio IS often.
liquidated, which generates q great deal of commissions for the consultant, who
recommended the switch in the first place.

To guard against investment advisers paying commissions to themselves or to some
company they have a close relationship with (and who might be obligated to return "the
favor" some day), one endowment requires that all of their Registered Investment Advis-
ers disclose who they sold every security through.

Another way to guard against conflicts of interest is to clarify early in the relationship
what you will and will not tolerate from your investment adviser. One endowment sends
an 8 page letter to each investment adviser, stipulating what it will and will not allow.
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Here are several practices that will help you avoid conflicts of interest or potential con-
flicts of interest:

. Open and separate negotiations. Reguire open and separate negotiations with all
parties involved. That way there can be no hidden fees or cross subsidies. And you
will know what each activity and service costs you, so that you can easily compare
costs. .

. Anyone can have a chance for any of your business. You should always allow
anyone who does not have any of your business to bid or compete for it. Wrap fee
arrangements, by contrast, Iqcks you into only a few investment advisers, traders
and custodians.

. Require in your contracts that the other party will not charge you any more than ~

what they charge anyone else. This is commonly called the "most favored nation"
clause, which originated in trade negotiations between countries.

~
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11 Resources

Institutional Investor magazine, is~ued monthly,. published by Institutional Investor, 488
Madison Ave, New York, NY 10022.° ,

Nelson Publications, Port Chester,NY 10573. This company publishes several very useful

directories, including onedqr Consultants and Investment Advisers.

The New York Institute of Finance ihas an extensive catalogue' of "Publications for Invest-
ment Professionals," including bo9ks and cassette tapes, ranging from the technical to the
popular. Write the NY Institute of f=inance, 2 Broadway, New York, NY 10004-2207, or
call 800-227-NYIF (6943). Several of the following publications are available from that

catalogue.

Handbook of Investment Products, and Services,

Finance, New York, NY.

The Stock Market, Richard Tewels qnd Edward S. Bradley, John Wiley & Sons, New York NY.

Foreign Exchange Markets in the United States, Roger M. Kubarych, Federal Reserve

Bank of New York, New York, NY.

The Handbook of the Bond and Money Markets, David M. Darst, McGraw-Hili, Inc.,New York, NY. .

The Money Market: Myth, Reality and Practice, Marcia Stigum, Irwin Professional

Publishing, Homewood, IL.

Securities Law Handbook, Harold S. Bloomenthal, Clark Boardman Company, Ltd"
New York NY.

Victor L. Harper, New York Institute of
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